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Abstract

Proton therapy is a promising alternative to conventional X-ray radiother-
apy in the treatment of cancer, particularly in regions at depth and close
to critical structures. The conformity of proton therapy makes depth-dose
calculations crucial, lest miscalculations lead to missing the target volume,
especially at distal edges. X-ray computed tomography is used as a measure
of absorption of photons through a patient for conventional radiotherapy, but
the differing natures of photon and charged particle interaction can result in
range calculation errors. Provided protons are of high enough energy to pass
through the volume being imaged, it is possible to image the patient using
protons rather than photons. This requires that the path and residual energy
of the protons after passing through a volume can be determined with good
resolution.

An optical module developed initially for the SuperNEMO calorimeter
shows potential for clinical applications and is being adapted for use as a
proton calorimeter. This report describes studies to characterise the energy
resolution of these modules with a view to using them for proton-based 3D
tomography.

This report describes studies to characterise the energy resolution of these
modules with a view to using them for proton-based 3D tomography. Pulse-
shape analysis and application of χ2 filters were used with the aim of reducing
pile-up events in recorded waveform data. While the fitting was successful,
it did not result in a significantly improved energy resolution for any of the
datasets investigated.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

Cancer is the collective name given to the class of diseases caused by the uncontrolled
proliferation of the body’s cells. This can result in tumours that are malignant,
i.e. those that are prone to pathological invasion and spread. The ideal curative
treatment is one in which the disease is completely eliminated from the body, with as
few adverse effects as possible. The main approved modalities of cancer treatment—
whether curative or palliative—are surgery, radiation therapy/radiotherapy (RT) and
chemotherapy [17].

Due to the malignant nature of cancerous tumours, the disease may have spread
further than can be seen on a clinical level and so success is greatly improved when
more than one modality is combined (referred to as “multimodal therapy”) [18]. In
cases where surgery is unsuitable, radiotherapy often becomes the primary mode of
treatment as a specific volume can be targeted and treated. This avoids some of
the cellular subpopulation resistance-based recurrence/regrowth problems inherent
with chemotherapy drugs, or immunotherapy agents that rely on assumed biolog-
ical changes specific to cancer cells such as biological markers or changes in cell
metabolism [19].

While initial investment and commissioning costs for radiotherapy are high [20],
it comprises approximately 40% of all curative treatment [21, 22] while accounting
for 5% of total care costs [23]. Charged particle radiotherapy using protons is an
attractive form of treatment on account of the desirable physics properties of the
particles when interacting with the attenuating matter. Treatment planning for
proton therapy currently uses the same X-ray technology as used for conventional
X-ray radiotherapy, despite differences in interaction mechanisms between photons
and charged particles. This leads to some uncertainties in treatment planning, which
could be improved with a proton-based imaging system.

As this project straddles both the medical physics and high-energy physics do-
mains, this report contains an overview of aspects of both fields to provide the
background and basis for proton computed tomography. Sections 2–5 describe the
basics of radiotherapy, ionising radiation interactions with matter and proton com-
puted tomography. Calorimeter details, experimental setup and recorded data are
described in Sections 6–7. Analysis of obtained data and results are contained in
Sections 7.1.1 onwards.
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2 RADIOTHERAPY

2 Radiotherapy

Radiotherapy can be split into two main types: external beam radiotherapy (EBRT)
and internal. EBRT is the most common type and is termed thus as the ionising
radiation is delivered from an external source outside the patient and directed at
the treatment area. While the aim is to use ionising radiation for the purposes of
cell killing and cancer cure, the mechanism for damage of cellular DNA does not
discriminate between healthy cells and cancer cells and therefore treatment carries
the hazardous risk of inducing carcinogenesis, the process by which normal cells
are transformed into cancer cells [24]. It is ethically dubious therefore to propose
a difficult or arduous course of treatment with the intention of curing a person [of
cancer] if it carries with it a high risk of late treatment-induced mortality or severely
reduced quality of life.

In medical physics, the energy deposited in matter by a monoenergetic ionising
radiation beam is defined in terms of the mean energy ε̄ imparted to a mass m and
is referred to as the physical absorbed dose, D, where:

D =
dε̄

dm
(1)

where the unit of absorbed dose is Joules per kilogram (Jkg-1) and is known as a
Gray (Gy).

A specific effect may occur at a given time after irradiation; this is referred to as
an endpoint and may be a desirable outcome such as clonogenic (those which have
the potential to proliferate) tumour cell death, or an adverse effect such as oedema
or inflammation. In clinical practice a broad range of doses is observed where the
chances of a specific radiation reaction or endpoint increases with increasing dose (i.e.
a dose-response relationship). Curing cancer via radiotherapy requires the delivery of
a specific predetermined dose calculated as necessary for the death of all clonogenic
tumour cells to a predefined defined tumour volume. The ideal RT treatment plan
is one that delivers a defined dose distribution within a target volume and none
outside it [25]. Treatment plans are hence designed with the intention of delivering
maximum target dose to the target volume with as minimal dose to the healthy tissue
surrounding it as possible.

EBRT is presently most commonly carried out with high energy X-ray photons
typically in the range 4–25 MeV, with choice of energy depending on depth of the
tumour (see Fig. 2). Higher energies are preferred for tumours beneath the skin or
deeper in the tissue, as the point of dose maximum is then deposited beneath the
surface of the skin with more skin-sparing as a result [26]. To achieve uniform dose
and to reduce levels delivered to healthy tissue, EBRT is usually carried out with
beams from multiple directions.

Pre-treatment patient imaging is required for the purposes of visualisation and
treatment planning (see section 5). Once a patient has been imaged, there exists a

12



2 RADIOTHERAPY

difference between the actual patient and the virtual patient upon which the treat-
ment planning is performed. Effective patient immobilisation, e.g. via immobilisation
shells and masks, is required to reduce positioning errors by recreating as much as
possible the positioning of the patient at imaging during treatment and thus must
be compatible and oriented the same in both systems. The radiation isocentre is
the point in space where the radiation beams intersect when the gantry is rotated.
The gantry of the linear accelerator treatment beams rotate about the isocentre to
deliver dose to the Treatment Volume centred at that point [27]. Rotation of the
treatment beam allows for beams to be delivered at multiple angles to limit dose to
healthy tissue and organs at risk.

Figure 1: Volumes of interest as defined in
ICRU Reports No. 50 and 62 [1]. GTV =
Gross Tumour Volume. CTV = Clinical Tar-
get Volume. ITV = Internal Target Volume.
PTV = Planning Target Volume. OAR = or-
gan at risk.

Definition of a specific target vol-
ume is necessary for 3D treatment
planning, the guidance and delivery of
said plan and dose reporting for com-
parison of actual irradiated volume
versus target volume and evaluation of
outcomes. Volume specifications with
different definitions, as outlined by In-
ternational Commission on Radiation
Units and Measurements (ICRU) Re-
ports No. 50 and 62 [28, 29], are used
to define the various target volumes
and how they relate to each other.
Fig. 1 indicates the various treatment
volumes, from the Gross Tumour Vol-
ume (GTV) that is actually visible on
the planning CT, all the way out to
the Planning Target Volume (PTV)
that is the targeted area for irradia-
tion. The intermediate volumes repre-
sent the additions of the various margins of error required to account for uncertainties
in both the volume being treated due to patient alignment and also the full extent
of the tumour.

Limitations of treatment techniques and case-by-case variations means the volume
receiving the prescribed dose level required for the purpose of treatment may not
accurately conform to the PTV and may be larger. The actual tissue volume that is
planned to receive the required dose level is called the Treated Volume (TrV), with
the Irradiated Volume (IrV) being the tissue volume receiving a dose considered
significant in relation to normal tissue tolerance, which varies depending on the
tissue [30]. The TrV is bordered by the isodose surface for the minimum target dose
for treatment (e.g. 95% of the prescribed dose) such that the entirety of all target
volumes shown in Figure 1 will receive the minimum target dose. However, this can
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3 HADRON THERAPY

mean the actual IrV may extend to healthy tissues and close to OAR. Beam shaping
and conformal radiotherapy aims to reduce both the TrV and IrV [28].

3 Hadron Therapy

Hadron therapy is a form of charged particle EBRT utilising hadrons in place of
photons to treat the defined target volume. All existing hadron therapy treatment
facilities use either protons or Carbon-12 ions, with the vast majority using pro-
tons [31].

Due to the shape of the energy-loss curve, the depth-dose distribution of heavy
charged particles displays an increasing energy deposition with penetration distance,
culminating in a maximum at the end of the range followed by a sharp distal drop-off
as it runs out of energy: this is shown in Fig. 2. These are referred to respectively as
the “Bragg curve” and “Bragg peak” [32, 33], the range of which is proportional to
the energy of the charged particle and can be predicted by the Bethe equation (see
Section 4.2).

These properties of protons and heavier charged particles to display a finite range,
greater peak-to-entrance dose ratio and maximum energy deposition towards the end
of the curve have long been considered highly promising for therapeutic purposes [34]
with the tissue-sparing potential enabling delivery of more conformal doses to the tu-
mour [35]. Both proton and ion therapy have been of increasing interest especially in
recent decades, as associated technology becomes more advanced and more facilities
purpose-built for clinical settings have been constructed [36].1

Despite the sharper Bragg peak, more rapid distal fall off and increased ratio
between entrance dose to maximum peak dose, the use of heavier ions causes a tail
at depths beyond the Bragg peak due to nuclear fragmentation of the incident beam.
The length of this tail beyond the Bragg peak extends as a function of energy (see
Carbon ion curves in Fig. 2). For sensitive or critical structures where it is important
that as little dose as possible is delivered to healthy tissue beyond that of the target
volume—such as the optic nerve behind the retina to preserve vision—protons are
often preferred [37].

Uniform dose delivery over the desired target volume requires a superposition of
so-called “pristine” Bragg peaks with carefully selected intensities and energies. The
distributions are spread out in depth and thus termed “spread-out Bragg peaks”
(SOBPs): this is shown in Fig. 3. While entrance dose is increased significantly due
to the additional shallower peaks, it is still less than the high initial entrance dose
deposited by photon beams of equivalent dose at the same depth (the photon and
proton beams in Fig. 2 display the same entrance doses, however the photons display
markedly reduced dose at the target depth). The highly conformal dose regions allow

1In contrast to the initial use of research facilities offering treatment as an adjunct purpose.
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3 HADRON THERAPY

Figure 2: Comparison depth-dose profiles of radiotherapy beams with 18 MeV photons
(blue), 135 MeV protons (green) and 254 and 300 MeV/u carbon ions (red and ma-
genta) [2].)

Figure 3: SOBP construction: Solid line = SOBP depth-dose distribution, dashed lines
= component Bragg peaks [3].
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3 HADRON THERAPY

for the potential of high accuracy of target volume coverage and reduction of integral
dose to healthy tissue.

Despite this tighter dose conformality that is clearly possible with protons over
conventional X-ray radiotherapy, extra margins need to be introduced when treating
with protons that mitigate some of this advantage due to the imaging modality
used when defining the various treatment volumes (see Section 2). Imaging for
treatment planning is carried out almost exclusively with X-ray CT, which one then
has to convert to the appropriate proton absorption: this is dealt with in more detail
in Section 5. To take into account the conversion errors introduced when an X-
ray CT scan is converted into a format to be used for proton treatment plans, the
treatment plan includes within it a margin of error specifically for the uncertainty in
this conversion. As the conversion error arises from differences in matter interaction
between X-ray photons and protons, imaging with the same type of particle as for
treatment — in this case protons — should reduce or eliminate the conversion error
margin, thus shrinking the PTV and sparing healthy tissue that would otherwise be
irradiated.
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4 IONISING RADIATION INTERACTIONS

4 Ionising Radiation Interactions

The biological effects of ionising radiation can be divided into two types, depending
on the type of radiation: directly ionising (charged particles) and indirectly ionising
(photons and uncharged particles).

4.1 Photon Interactions

Figure 4: Regions of relative predominance of the three main forms of photon-matter
interactions [4]. For Carbon Z = 6, Oxygen Z = 8, Hydrogen Z = 1.

Conventional radiotherapy uses external beams of photons as the ionising radia-
tion for cell killing. For an attenuating material or absorber at depth x with elemental
thickness dx, the probability of a photon-absorbing event occurring is proportional
to the number of photons available, N , at that particular point which has n atoms
per unit volume is:

−dN = σtotNn dx (2)

where σtot is the cross-section of interaction and is highly dependant upon the ma-
terial. The human body is composed mainly of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen; pro-
portions vary with tissue type. If n and σtot are constant with regards to x for one
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tissue type, integration over the full depth x is:

−
∫ N

N(0)

dN

N
= σtotn

∫ x

0

dx (3)

N = N(0)e−σtotnx (4)

where N(0) and N(x) are the number of photons before and after attenuation, re-
spectively. The Intensity I, defined as the number of photons per second, therefore
falls off exponentially with depth, with the intensity I(x) at depth x given by:

I(x) = I(0)e−µ(hν,Z)x (5)

The product−σtotn has been replaced with the linear attenuation coefficient, µ (cm-1),
which expresses interaction probability for photons of a particular energy per unit
length for a given material [38] (e.g. 0.02219, 0.0230, and 0.0444 cm-1 for 1 MeV
photons in water, muscle and bone respectively [39]). The nature of the photon in-
teraction with the attenuating matter depends largely on the energy of the incoming
photon (hν) and the atomic number (Z) of the atoms in the attenuator (Fig. 4).

The photon interaction may be with a tightly bound orbital electron: the com-
plete absorption of the photon results in the ejection of a photo-electron (photoelec-
tric effect). The photon may also interact with an essentially free electron, resulting
in some loss of energy of the photon and recoil of the electron (Compton effect). The
photon can also interact with the nuclear field of a nucleus, resulting in a production
of an electron-positron pair (pair-production).

Photons are considered an indirectly ionising form of radiation; they are un-
charged and thus deposit energy in the medium via a two-step process:

1. For the MeV-range photons used in radiotherapy, energy is first transferred to
the kinetic energy of atomic electrons predominantly by Compton scattering,
with a small contribution at low energies from the photoelectric effect (see
Fig. 4). At these energies, the contribution from pair production is small.
Photons themselves, however, are not directly capable of producing multiple
ionisation events characterised by charged particle interactions.

2. The liberated electrons then impart energy to the medium through direct
Coulomb interactions with other orbital electrons. Given enough energy, these
orbital electrons may be ionised and go on to further liberate other orbital elec-
trons, resulting in an electron cascade. Most biological damage is inflicted by
these liberated electrons as opposed to the primary photon interactions [40, 1].

An important point to recognise is that the location where the dose is deposited
is not where an X-ray photon first interacts with an atom within the medium, but
where the energy of the charged particle it liberated is absorbed. This results in the
build-up region seen in the first 2 cm of the photon curve in Fig. 2.
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4.2 Charged Particle Interactions

The charged particles used in charged particle EBRT travel through matter and
interact Coulombicly with atomic orbital electrons and nuclei. Interactions may be
elastic or inelastic in nature and can result in a change in the particle’s direction or
a loss in its kinetic energy.

Charged particles are considered a directly ionising form of radiation, as they can
deposit energy in the medium via a direct one-step process with atomic electrons.
Interactions are generally divided into collisional and radiative (nuclear field) inter-
actions. Collisional interactions result from charged particle interactions with orbital
electrons and lead to atomic excitations and ionisations. At the energies relevant for
clinical medical physics these are the main means by which charged particles deposit
their energy in matter. Nuclear field interactions with atomic nuclei can be elastic
collisions which may change the trajectory of the incident charged particle, or in-
elastic collisions which result in the production of a photon and energy loss from the
incident charged particle. A subset of inelastic processes involves the radiation of
a photon due to conservation of momentum from the deceleration or deflection of
the charged particle as it passes through the nuclear Coulomb field: this is called
Bremsstrahlung radiation.

The angular deflection of an incident charged particle as it traverses an absorber
is a statistical outcome of many interactions and resulting deflections [3]. It is de-
scribed by the statistical theory of Multiple Coulomb Scattering (MCS) [41, 42]. For
a material of such thickness that the number of interactions becomes high, the central
limit theorem applies where given a large enough sample size, the mean angular dis-
persion of many small displacements can be modelled as Gaussian (Equation 6) [43].
The angular dispersion θ0 can be given by:

θ0 =
13.6MeV

βcp
z

√
x

X0

[
1 + 0.038ln

(
x

X0

)]
(6)

where p, c, and z are the momentum, velocity, and charge number of the incident
particle, and x/X0 is the thickness of the scattering medium in radiation lengths, a
quality characteristic of the material and can be found tabulated [44] or calculated
via an approximation [45]. This is important when considering image reconstruction
purposes as the deviation of a particle needs to be known if the track of the particle
through the medium it has passed through is to be reconstructed.

Stopping power (dE/dx) is the retarding force acting on charged particles due to
interactions with matter. The energy loss of charged particles that are not highly
relativistic is described by the Bethe equation [33, 46]:

−
〈

dE

dx

〉
= kz2

Z

A

1

β2

[
1

2
ln

2mec
2β2γ2Tmax

I2
− β2 − δ(βγ)

2

]
(7)

where Z and A are the atomic number and atomic mass of the absorber, z is the
charge of the incident particle, I ' 11.5Z eV is the mean ionisation potential, Tmax =
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2mec
2β2γ2/[1 + 2γme/M + (me/M)2] is the maximum kinetic energy that may be

imparted to an electron in a single collision, k = 4πNAr
2
emec

2, and β and γ are
the conventional relativistic factors. δ(βγ) is the Fermi density correction term for
ionisation energy loss caused by target material polarisation [47].

Figure 5: Stopping power for protons in water as a function of kinetic energy [5].

The probability of a nuclear interaction resulting in a significant fraction of energy
loss is much smaller than that of collisional losses. For protons travelling through
water, the stopping power as a function of energy is shown in Fig. 5. Past the
maximum, stopping power decreases roughly as the inverse-squared of the increasing
particle velocity before rising again at higher energies. A particle with mean energy
loss rate through matter close to the minimum is referred to as “minimum ionising”.
dE/dx increases rapidly as the particle loses energy, resulting in increased energy
deposition, particularly towards the end of the particle track. This results in the
characteristic Bragg peak of energy deposition in heavy charged particle interactions
(see Fig. 2).
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5 Proton Computed Tomography

To deliver a specific dose to a defined volume within a patient, a treatment plan must
be developed in three dimensions. A 3D treatment plan requires a 3D representa-
tion/map of the patient. This is usually obtained via X-ray computed tomography
(XRCT), as it is faster and less expensive—and thus more common—when compared
to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) despite the latter’s superior soft-tissue imag-
ing capabilities [48]. During an XRCT scan, X-ray projections from a large number
of orientations around the body in one plane are recorded as a detector-source array
rotates around the body, measuring a slice of the area of the body under investiga-
tion. Once a full rotation has been completed, the array moves to a new plane in the
body and another slice is recorded. While a variety of mathematical techniques exist
for the conversion of these many X-ray projections at the various angles obtained
into cross-sectional images of the body, filtered backprojection (FBP) is one of the
more fast, simple and robust [49].

In FBP (illustrated in Fig. 6), detectors first record a forward projection of the
X-ray intensity transmitted through that body section. A single forward projection is
all the X-ray absorptions summed up along that line of projection. Once all forward
projections for one rotation have been measured, the forward-projected value is back-
projected along the ray path from each detector to each pixel on that path. Each
region of overlap from all the combined back projections is assigned an absorption
value based on the sum of the absorptions from each detector position, with the final
backprojected image taken as the sum of all backprojected views. Back projection of
the same value back along every pixel in the ray path results in a blurry backprojected
image. To counteract this, each view is filtered via convolution with a 1D filter prior
to backprojection to provide the reconstructed image [6]. One filter that can be used
is the ramp filter, a high-pass filter enhancing the edges of an image where the signal
changes most rapidly and eliminating low frequency signal that causes blurring of
the reconstructed image.

X-ray attenuation is represented by a quantity called the CT number (Equa-
tion 8), measured in Hounsfield Units (HU). Images taken with a CT scanner are
based on the passage of X-rays through the body and their amount of attenuation
from both absorption and scatter; CT numbers are the equivalent of the per-mille
difference between the linear attenuation coefficient µ (see Equation 5) of a voxel
and that of water:

CT number =
µtissue − µwater

µwater

× 1000 (8)

Examples of common substances in human body composition are: water = 0, air =
−1000, fat = −100 to −50, muscle = 10 to 40, bone = 700 to 3000.

Protons are charged particles and their spread and depth of penetration are af-
fected instead by MCS deflection and the stopping power (highly influenced by the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: FBP CT image reconstruction (a) for 2 source and detector orientations. The
scanned tissue is represented by a greyscale indicating its absorption coefficient, (b) of
cross-sectional image of the brain [6].

electron density) of the absorbing material. Dose distributions for 3D treatment
planning require conversion of CT number to relative stopping power via a calibra-
tion curve/graph (see Fig. 7): current treatment planning schemes/systems assume
the X-ray attenuation coefficient to be proportional to electron density [50]. This
introduces a conversion error when determining stopping power which then carries
forward into an uncertainty on the evaluation of the proton range and is thought to
contribute up to 1.8% of the total proton beam range uncertainty [51], where the to-
tal estimated uncertainties for treatment planning due to CT numbers and stopping
powers are accounted for in clinical practice by a margin of 3.5% at both proximal
and distal ends of the target volume [52].

For the photon beam, though healthy tissue is irradiated, the shallower dose fall-
off means errors of depth-dose distribution at the lateral target volume is limited to
a few percent. Conversely, while a photon beam still deposits dose past the target
volume, proton dose deposition drops off sharply, as shown in Fig. 8. Although this is
desirable for sparing healthy tissue as outlined in Section 3, errors or uncertainties in
range (from setup errors, tissue inhomogeneities, patient motion, etc.) with a proton
SOBP can mean the Bragg peak misses the distal portion of the target volume
entirely, resulting in tumour recurrence.

The concept of proton CT (pCT) as a diagnostic imaging alternative is to recon-
struct the electron density map using clinical proton beams and thereby provide a
better estimate of proton stopping power and dose distribution during proton treat-
ment planning. The use of the same proton beam as used for treatment would mean
the patient would be in the same position as for treatment and provide a further de-
crease to error from patient setup. Protons with high enough energy to pass through
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Figure 7: Comparison of HU to relative stopping power (RSP) curves for nine CT scan-
ners obtained with the same phantom [7], where RSP is the ratio of the stopping power
between a given material and a given standard material [8], in this case water (1.0).

a patient will deposit the majority of their energy beyond the body, since the Bragg
peak falls outside the body. As such, since photons deposit the majority of their
dose within the body, the use of protons for imaging could also potentially deliver a
3–5-fold lower dose to the patient than XRCT [53]. For pCT imaging, high-energy
protons, ideally above 300 MeV, are used such that the Bragg peak falls on the far
side of the patient and the particles may be detected on the other side and not
stopped within the body.

Knowledge of two factors in particular are required for pCT image reconstruction:
the path of the individual protons through the patient and the energy loss of said
protons. As a starting point, most pCT reconstructions until recently have been
based on the principles of FBP, with the CT number being replaced by stopping
power (electron density) of the body’s tissue and the proton energy loss allowing
for the calculation of the stopping power. The assumption was also made that the
geometrical path of protons through the image space was a straight line. While good
density contrast has been found with pCT utilising FBP, spatial resolution is poor
due to MCS, which makes the straight-line approximation inaccurate [54, 55, 56]. The
proton path requires a spatial tracking system for individual events, as illustrated
by Fig. 9.

An existing prototype of such a system under development by a group at Loma
Linda University uses silicon strip tracker planes placed either side of the patient to
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Figure 8: Percent depth-dose (PDD) curve for 10-MV photon beam and proton SOBP.
Dashed lines = PDD curves for the scenario of an increased density of medium at a depth
of 5–7 cm. [3].

Figure 9: Example of prototype pCT scanner. Protons pass through planes of fibres and
the patient’s head from the left. Residual energy or range after the patient is measured with a
range telescope type calorimeter comprised of a stack of thin scintillator tiles (right) [9, 10].
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determine most likely proton paths, entry and exit points and direction [57]. Superior
spatial resolution has been found to be achieved with a path of maximum likelihood
taking MCS into account instead of a straight-line assumption, however computing
MCS has proved to be a computer-intensive procedure [58]. More recent attempts
have focused on combining FBP with an iterative projection algorithm, with the FBP
as a starting point for the iterative procedure [49]. The energy loss of the proton
traversing through the image object can be determined through knowledge of the
proton’s starting energy and its residual energy at the exit. As the most important
parameter for determining density resolution in pCT, the energy loss measurement
requires a separate calorimeter adapted for such events.

6 Calorimetry for Proton Computed Tomography

The number of protons required during data acquisition for meaningful reconstruc-
tion of a head-volume scan is on the order of 109 [53]. To complete the scan in a
timeframe both reasonable in a clinical setting and for the patient (say < 10 min.) a
calorimeter should ideally be able to identify and collect events at a rate of at least
2 MHz. In addition, a calorimeter should ideally have an energy resolution less than
that of the fluctuations in energy loss in a patient, which is typically on the order of
1%σ, close to the best achievable resolution for modern calorimeters [53].

6.1 Energy Resolution

Even a monoenergetic source will have a spread or distribution of energy (Gaussian
or otherwise) in the detected particle energies, due to the inherent resolution of the
detector. Measurement of a real source with a finite energy spread of its own ideally
requires that a detector possess an energy resolution less than or equal to that of
the beam spread to avoid convoluting measurements of the initial spread of energy
values.

In the general case, the overall energy resolution dependance of a scintillation
detector (σE/E) as the function of incoming radiation energy E can be summarised as
the contributions of the stochastic fluctuations of deposited energy, A, the electronic
noise of the photoreceiver, B and inhomogeneities/non-uniformities in hardware,
calibration, scintillator light output, shower leakage2, etc, C [59, 60]:

σE
E

=
A√
E
⊕ B

E
⊕ C (9)

As the response of many detectors is approximately linear, it can be said that
the number of particles reaching the sensor, N , is proportional to the amount of
energy observed, therefore it can be written that E = kN and σE = k

√
N , where k

2This may be alternatively described by a term E−1/4 added in quadrature
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is the gain of the system. For ideal (homogenous) calorimeters without leakage (i.e.
where the shower is fully contained), the intrinsic energy resolution of a detector is
dominated by the stochastic term, hence:

σE
E
∝ σN

N
∼
√
N

N
=

1√
N

(10)

where E is the mean of the energy distribution.
For detectors in which deposited energy is measured via the light detected—

most commonly scintillation detectors—energy resolution (∆E/E) is limited by the
conversion of photons to an electrical signal, hence N is the number of photoelectrons
generated [61]. The energy resolution can be expressed as:

∆E

E
=

2.35σE
E

(11)

where E is the mean of the full-width half maximum of the energy distribution ∆E.
As a distribution may not be Gaussian, the full-width FWHM is more typically used
instead of σ, to which it is related in the Gaussian case by a factor of 2

√
2ln2σ ≈

2.35σ [62, 63]. Energy resolution tends to improve with increased particle energy.

6.2 Energy & Range Straggling

For a monoenergetic beam travelling through a material of a given thickness that is
less than the range of the particles, the beam will emerge with a spread of energies
due to statistical fluctuations of the energy loss process. While MCS (Sec. 4.2)
occurs within the material, the number of collisions and energy lost per collision is
not constant and results in a broadened energy distribution curve of finite width
known as the energy straggling peak. It is approximately Gaussian in shape, with
its width increasing with the ratio Z/A, where Z is the atomic number and A the
mass number, on account of reduced screening of inner electrons in elements of lower
Z [64].

A related concept is that of range straggling. Identical charged particles, all
possessing the same initial velocity or kinetic energy will not all have the same range.
Stochastic variations in the rate of energy loss and number of collisions necessary to
bring the particle to rest results not only in energy straggling, but in the observed
ranges of individual particles from any monoenergetic source showing a Gaussian
distribution about the mean range [65, 66].

6.3 Scintillation Mechanisms

Measurement of the amount of energy deposited from particles to matter can be
achieved via the use of a material which releases a signal proportional to the energy
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deposited. A scintillator is a material that exhibits luminescence when excited by
ionising radiation—a process termed scintillation—making them particularly useful
for the detection and spectroscopy of a wide range of radiation types [67]. There are
two main types of scintillators: inorganic crystals and organic hydrocarbon-based
compounds. While inorganics tend to have better light output and linearity, they
are generally slow in response time in comparison to most organic scintillators, which
tend to possess much better response times but lower light yields [68]. Since the de-
tectors described in later sections make use of PolyVinyl Toluene and PolyStyrene
organic bases, the following focusses on the scintillation mechanisms of organic scin-
tillators.

Protons of 10–100 MeV will interact mainly with the orbital electrons of the
atoms within the absorber as described by the processes in Section 4.2. Providing
enough energy is transferred to the orbital electrons to result in ionisation, these
electrons will then lose their kinetic energy via a combination of collisions of their
own (which may then cause further ionisations), or via bremsstrahlung radiation.
Should the bremsstrahlung photon energy be greater than 1.022 MeV — double the
electron/positron rest mass — this can result in pair-production, the products of
which can also go on to generate further cascades.

The process of fluorescence in organic scintillators comes from energy level tran-
sitions in individual molecules [61]. Interaction with incident radiation results in
electronic excitations of molecules into discrete states. As the process is based on
the energy level structure of a particular molecular species, fluorescence can be ob-
served independent of state/phase [69]. Almost all organic plastic scintillators use
polyvinyl-toluene (PVT) or polystyrene (PS) as a base, doped with a high concentra-
tion of “primary” fluorescent emitter (fluor) into the base—typically 1% by weight.
A charged particle passing through the scintillator excites the base material, which
rapidly transfers energy nonradiatively (Förster energy transfer) to molecules of the
primary fluor, which is selected to re-irradiate at wavelengths more transparent to
the base [11]. A secondary fluor, typically with 0.5% weight, absorbs the emitted
UV from the primary fluor and re-radiates at a wavelength less attenuated by the
PVT (Fig. 10). Both PVT and PS-based scintillators used for the calorimeter mod-
ules outlined in Section 6.4 and Section 8.1 are doped with para-terphenyl (pTP)
as the primary fluor and 1,4-bis(5-phenyloxazol-2-yl) benzene (POPOP) as a sec-
ondary wavelength shifter. These are the most common dopants used for both base
materials.

Plastic scintillators display non-linear response in light output and saturate at
higher levels. As particles lose energy and the chances of interaction with the ab-
sorber increase, they become more densely ionising. For densely ionising particles,
such as protons towards the end of their range, this can result in quenching of the
primary excitation due to the lack of available energy states caused by the high den-
sity of ionised and excited molecules [70]. This can lead to non-linearity in amount
of light given out in proportion to the energy deposited in the response of a detector.
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Figure 10: Operating mechanism of plastic scintillator. Approximate fluor concentrations
and energy transfer distances for the separate sub-processes shown [11].

These effects are described by Birk’s Law (Equation 12), which is given as:

dL

dx
= S

dE
dx

1 + kB
dE
dx

(12)

where L is the amount of light produced by a particle of energy E, dE
dx

the energy lost
by the particle per unit track length, S is the scintillation efficiency and kB is Birk’s
constant relating the density of ionisation to energy loss (typically on the order of
0.1 mm/MeV) [71].

6.4 SuperNEMO Calorimeter Module

An optical module developed during the R&D for the calorimeter of the SuperNEMO
neutrinoless double beta decay experiment showed potential for clinical applications,
as its organic plastic scintillator and high-QE (quantum efficiency) photocathode re-
sults in high and fast light output that is necessary for the large event rates required
for operation in a high-throughput clinical environment. The calorimeter module
consists of an 8-inch Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube (PMT) coupled using opti-
cal grease to an ELJEN EJ-200 hexagonal block of PVT, 276 mm in diameter and
193 mm deep and wrapped in 75µm thick PFTE (Teflon) tape on the lateral sides
and 12µm thick mylar to increase light collection and uniformity. This calorimeter
module will hereafter be referred to as the “Hex” module (Fig. 11). It has an energy
resolution of 7.5% FWHM for 1 MeV electrons [72]. However, the detector is opti-
mised for electrons of 0.5–4 MeV from double beta decay, whereas for pCT it shall
be required for protons of energies greater than 100 MeV.

In medical physics, measurement of dose is usually calculated and calibrated as
dose to water, since the human body is comprised of approximately 55–75% wa-
ter [73] with an overall density close to 1 gcm−3. This gives it similar absorption and
scattering properties [74]. PVT has a proton stopping distance very similar to that
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Figure 11: Hexagonal PVT block of
SuperNEMO optical module.

Figure 12: Typical spectral re-
sponse characteristics of a selection
of Hamamatsu photocathodes [12].
The calorimeter photocathode uses the
highest QE ultra bi-alkali.

of water, making it useful for clinical dosimetry. At 60 MeV, the proton energy used
for ocular cancer treatment, the range of protons is 30.93 mm in water and 30.02 mm
in a vinyltoluene-based plastic scintillator [5].

The EJ-200 PVT block has a scintillation light yield of ∼10,000 photons/1 MeV
e− and a maximum wavelength emission of 425 nm as shown in Fig. 13. The Hama-
matsu PMT photocathode is made of a bi-alkali Potassium-Caesium alloy from
Hamamatsu’s Ultra Bialkali range and has high quantum efficiency of >40% and
a high sensitivity in the region close to 400 nm (Fig. 12, red line), making it a good
match for the PVT scintillator [12]. The mylar reflective wrapping is thin and of
low density to reduce energy loss as the particles pass through and its low Z min-
imises backscattering. The high reflectivity reflects photons that otherwise escape,
improving the light collection efficiency of the detector.
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Figure 13: Emission spectrum for ELJEN EJ-200 PVT plastic scintillator [13], used for
the hexagonal block scintillator.
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7 Clatterbridge Cancer Centre

Characterisation of the energy resolution of the modules and investigation into
recording of waveform data required data to be taken with an operational clini-
cal proton beam. As the only operational proton beam therapy treatment centre
in the UK at present, experimental testing has so far taken place at the National
Centre for Eye Proton Therapy facility in the Clatterbridge Cancer Centre.

Housing the Douglas Cyclotron, the facility treatment beam line consists of a
Scanditronix MC60PF isochronous cyclotron running at 25.7 MHz [75]. Hydrogen
gas is ionised using a cold cathode discharge ion source [76]: the beam is extracted
at 62 MeV along two straight sections of beam line with three sets of quadrupole
triplets between the cyclotron and the treatment room.

Figure 14: PMMA modulator insert (top)
and range shifter wheel (bottom) [14].

The facility is capable of generat-
ing a 60 MeV clinical proton beam,
which penetrates at maximum to a
depth of 31 mm in water, with a distal
fall-off of less than 1 mm. A selection
of poly(methyl 2-methylpropenoate)
(PMMA) modulators of varying thick-
ness and range shifter wheels provide
a uniform dose over the depth of the
tumour during treatment (Fig. 14).
PMMA is often used as a material for
range shifting and a water-equivalent
phantom material as it is dimension-
ally stable (the degree to which it
maintains its original shape after ex-
posure to stresses) and has a simi-
lar elemental composition and electron
density to water [77]. The treatment
beam (Fig. 15) has a flat beam pro-
file [78] over an area of 34 mm in diam-
eter without a collimator in the nozzle,
or 30 mm in diameter with the largest
size patient collimator in place [79].
Scattering foils are used to produce the
flat beam profile; this, along with air absorption, is the cause of the energy drop from
62 MeV at extraction to the 60 MeV treatment beam [15].

During treatment, the beam is accelerated to the extraction energy and passes
through two tungsten scattering foils with thicknesses of 0.017 mm and 0.027 mm set
300 mm apart. A brass stopper 6 mm in diameter and 7 mm thick set just before
the centre of the second foil removes the core of the first scattered beam, exposing
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Figure 15: Diagram of the beamline arrangement for proton therapy at Clatterbridge [15].
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the second foil to only a portion of the initially scattered beam, creating the flat
distribution [80]. The beam then passes through a PMMA modulator and range
shifter wheel set about 1 m upstream of the nozzle (Fig. 15) to modify the depth to
which the protons reach and to generate a SOBP as mentioned in Section 3. Finally,
brass collimators of either custom-cut shapes or varying circular diameters may be
inserted into nozzle to shape the beam to the target area or desired size.

The first test beam run at Clatterbridge to evaluate the performance of the
SuperNEMO Optical Module in response to 60 MeV protons took place on 8th and
9th July 2015. The Hex module calorimeter, within a light-tight box, was placed on
a raised supporting wooden surface, secured to the patient treatment chair (Fig. 16).
Alignment of the beam position to the centre of the module was guided by a field
light, but approximate based on visual judgement. The field light consists of a high
brightness LED, housed on a vertical slider within the treatment beamline casing,
with a mirror that is capable of sliding into the beam axis (see “beam optics slide”
in Fig. 15). The good photocathode uniformity possessed by the calorimeter across
the entire surface of the PMT meant that precise centring of the proton beam was
not critical. The calorimeter was connected via a patch panel to a HV supply for
the necessary 800 V to operate the PMT and was alternately switched between being
connected to an oscilloscope for the purposes of checking proton rates and rise times
and a CAEN DT5751 digitiser for data recording. The CAEN digitiser has a 10-bit
resolution with a sampling rate of 1 GS/s and is controlled by proprietary software
on a Windows or Linux PC.

During acquisition of waveform data the timestamp (ns) and ADC input voltage
(mV) are recorded along with the baseline signal level (mV). The proton beam is
usually operated in a “treatment mode” for no longer than several minutes at a time
for patient treatment: this limits the maximum treatment time and dose to ensure
patient safety. For data collection, the beam was set to “physics mode” to disable
maximum treatment time and dose monitor unit limitations and allow operation at
a higher duty factor than for clinical treatment. Proton rates from the beam could
be controlled to some extent via adjustment of the ion source gas supply and arc
current, but obtaining a stable rate proved to be a challenge. Desired rates were
achieved instead by attempting to find stable operating conditions at rates above
the capability of the detector, then reducing the proton rate at the detector with a
range of circular brass collimators between 1 mm and 30 mm in diameter. The best
results were achieved with a 1.98 mm collimator.

The CAEN digitiser records the signal from the PMT and depending on the
mode of operation, either integrates the signal and outputs the integrated charge, or
outputs the raw waveform. This information is output via USB and recorded on the
controlling PC.
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Figure 16: Setup of the light-tight box
(black) containing the Hex calorimeter mod-
ule, on the patient treatment chair (white).
The nozzle of the proton beam can be seen to
the right. The detector has not yet been raised
to appropriate height.

Figure 17: Close-up of nozzle.
Brass collimator can be seen inserted
in position at the front, but without
securing cuff.

7.1 EJ-Block Module

The Hex module is not optimised for the high event rates required for pCT. As such,
a smaller module based on the same construction but with a smaller scintillator
block and PMT was developed to provide improved timing resolution. This module
consists of a 3-inch Hamamatsu R6233-100SELECT PMT, coupled with RTV-615
optical gel to an ELJEN EJ-204 PVT [16] scintillator block of size 40 × 40 × 50 mm
and is referred to hereafter as the “EJ-Block”. The EJ-204 PVT block has a scintil-
lation efficiency of ∼10,400 photons/1 MeV e− and a maximum wavelength emission
of 408 nm, as seen in Fig. 19. The R6233 PMT bi-alkali photocathode, as shown
in Fig. 12 (blue line), is from Hamamatsu’s Super Bialkali range and has typical
quantum efficiency of 35% at peak wavelength of 350 nm and 34% at 400 nm [12].
The block is wrapped in three layers of 75µm thick PFTE tape and two layers of
6µm (12µm total) thick mylar glued together with RTV-615 so as to reflect escaping
light back into the scintillator.
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Figure 18: The EJ-204 PVT scintillator block.

Figure 19: Emission spectrum for ELJEN EJ-204 PVT plastic scintillator [16], used with
the “EJ-Block” detector.
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7.1.1 EJ-Block Energy Resolution Analysis

To test the energy resolution performance of the smaller “EJ-Block” module, data in
the form of ADC spectra were taken at Clatterbridge on the 9th July 2015 (day two
of the July 2015 Clatterbridge run). The module was run with a PMT bias voltage
of 700 V with the 60 MeV clinical proton beam during the tests. In order to obtain
the curve for energy resolution as a function of energy, a range of energy points was
needed. To obtain these, PMMA modulators of 0 mm (i.e. no modulator inserted),
5.07, 9.80, 14.12, 17.94, 19.94 and 21.71 mm — the same thicknesses used in prior
test runs — were used to change the energy of the incoming beam. An example of
the raw ADC spectra produced by the CAEN digitiser from the EJ-Block can be
seen in Figure 20. An example of the raw output of the PMT for a single proton is
shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 20: Raw ADC spectrum
for beam passing through 5.07 mm of
PMMA, as recorded with the EJ-Block.
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Figure 21: Raw waveform data
for beam passing through 5.07 mm of
PMMA, as recorded with the Hex mod-
ule. Baseline can be seen in blue.

The statistical nature of ionisation energy loss leads to fluctuations in the amount
of energy deposited by a particle traversing an absorber. For particles traversing a
thin layer of material this results in the characteristic Landau distribution of energy
deposition. The emerging beam therefore has a “mirrored” Landau energy spread.

To obtain an energy resolution from the data, (as per Equation 11) the distri-
bution of each ADC spectrum for different PMMA thicknesses (beam energies) was
fitted first with a Gaussian from which the value of σ was used to set a range of
[−4.5σ, +3σ] for the main fit. The main fit consists of a Landau-Gaussian convo-
lution with a “mirrored” Landau tail that extends out towards the lower energies
to the left of the peak as opposed to the usual higher energies on the right, with
another non-reflected and non-broadened Landau on the right. Examples are shown
in Figs. 22 and 23.

As access to the proton beam was limited, evaluation of the uncertainties could
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not be completed by repeating the test measurements. Estimates of fitting uncer-
tainties were obtained by repeating the Landau-Gaussian fit over varying ranges of
σ (Table 1). The systematic error of the fit for a given PMMA point was taken as
half the range between the worst and best resulting energy resolutions over all the
different ranges of fits for that point. The energy resolution as a function of proton
energy, with associated errors, can be seen in Fig. 24.
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Figure 22: Fit with lower limit of −5σ
and upper limit of 1.5σ of the initial
Gaussian fit for beam passing through
5.07 mm of PMMA.
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Figure 23: Fit with lower limit of −4.5σ
and upper limit of 3σ of the initial Gaus-
sian fit for beam passing through 0 mm of
PMMA (no modulator).

The fit to the data is of the form:

p0√
E

+ p1 +
p2
E

+ p3E (13)

with p0 restricted to positive values and shows the expected improvement with in-
creasing energy on the total energy resolution (Equation 9). The inclusion of the
term p3E, which initially seemed to suggest a potentially unknown third component
of electronic noise that increased proportionally with energy, was implemented based
on what appeared to be an improved fit to the data after its inclusion. Though this
empirical fit appears to conform well to the data, it is not possible to give with
certainty a physical interpretation to the parameter values that are returned.

Errors are larger for lower values of proton E, as lower energies were achieved
by passing the proton beam through thicker blocks of PMMA. The greater amount
of material the beam has to traverse leads to increased energy straggling. This new
setup gives an energy resolution of 1.533 ± 0.225% FWHM (σ = 0.652%) for ADC
data from 60 MeV protons, below the 1% uncertainty requirement for pCT.
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Table 1: Ranges of σ (obtained from an initial Gaussian fit) over which the modi-
fied Landau-Gaussian convolution fit is varied for the ADC spectra obtained from passing
through PMMA blockers of varying thickness. The −4.5σ, +3σ range used for the main fit
to obtain an energy resolution is shown in bold.

Range in σ Energy resolution (% FWHM) for varying PMMA thickness
Lower limit Upper limit 0 mm 5.07 mm 9.8 mm 14.12 mm 17.94 mm 19.94 mm 21.71 mm

−1.5 1.5 1.108± 0.013 1.501± 0.019 2.935± 0.018 2.883± 0.017 4.327± 0.022 4.795± 0.085 7.154± 0.081
−2.5 2.5 1.461± 0.007 2.043± 0.009 3.070± 0.012 3.626± 0.009 5.187± 0.011 6.793± 0.023 7.315± 0.062
−3.5 1.5 1.145± 0.011 1.585± 0.012 2.328± 0.019 3.493± 0.016 5.063± 0.018 6.615± 0.026 9.228± 0.039
−4 2.5 1.399± 0.005 2.034± 0.007 3.069± 0.010 3.623± 0.007 5.173± 0.011 6.764± 0.017 9.228± 0.039
−4.5 3 1.533± 0.005 2.095± 0.006 2.614± 0.010 3.630± 0.007 5.185± 0.011 6.762± 0.017 9.228± 0.039
−4.5 3.5 1.540± 0.005 2.116± 0.005 3.157± 0.007 3.630± 0.007 5.185± 0.011 6.762± 0.017 9.228± 0.039
−5 3 1.558± 0.004 2.099± 0.006 3.151± 0.007 3.636± 0.007 5.193± 0.009 6.764± 0.015 9.228± 0.039
−5 2.5 1.486± 0.006 2.049± 0.007 3.081± 0.008 3.632± 0.007 5.193± 0.009 6.763± 0.017 9.228± 0.039
−5 2 1.419± 0.008 1.994± 0.019 2.989± 0.012 3.579± 0.010 5.188± 0.011 6.735± 0.021 9.228± 0.039

Final: 1.533± 0.225 2.095± 0.307 2.614± 0.414 3.630± 0.377 5.185± 0.433 6.762± 0.999 9.228± 1.037
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Figure 24: Plot of energy resolution (% FWHM) obtained from the fitted σ of the ADC
spectra of the EJ-Block as a function of proton energy (MeV).
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7.2 Waveform Discrimination via Pulse-Shape Analysis

While the current energy resolution for the Hex detector has been on the order of
σ ∼ 0.67%. (∼ 1.57% FWHM), which is within the levels deemed necessary for
pCT, this has so far only been achieved with low rates of protons. An increase in
rate typically leads to worse energy resolution, likely owing to increased levels of
pulse pile-up — when pulses arrive closer in time than the resolution time for the
system, potentially overlapping a previous pulse before it has returned to baseline
levels (Figure 25). As pulse pile-up events can occur anywhere on a waveform (see
Figure 26), there is limited effectiveness in narrowing of the integration gate time.
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Figure 25: Example of pulse-pile up within the duration of the recorded waveform. A
smaller pulse, which may be a proton that potentially escaped the scintillator before de-
positing all of its energy, or some other secondary particle generated along the beamline
such as when the proton beam hit the collimator, can be seen overlapping the first pulse
inside of the integration gate at ∼ 80 ns.

An attempt was made to construct an algorithm for pulse-shape analysis from
which to determine incidents of pulse pile-up in the recorded data and the systematic
rejection of such events so as to clean up the spectra and improve energy resolution.
The CAEN digitiser is capable of digitising and recording the waveform of every
single pulse in a single continuous .dat file. Two sample waveform files were recorded
with the Hex module: the first at lower rates of ∼ 500 Hz–2 kHz to obtain some data
with reduced chances of pileup and the second at higher rates of ∼ 200 kHz–300 kHz.
The record length of each waveform was set to 312 ns after visually inspecting the
shape of individual waveforms from the CAEN digitiser in real-time so as to record
the entire pulses whilst giving enough time for the waveform to return to the baseline
value. The long gate for both datasets was set to 100 ns.
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Figure 26: Example of pulse-pile up within the duration of the recorded waveform. A
small pulse not large enough to trigger recording of the waveform can be seen at ∼ 5 before
the large pulse at ∼ 40 ns, both within the integration gate. Another large pulse can be seen
at ∼ 270 ns outside of the integration gate.

The fit to each waveform, f(t), is a piecewise function approximated as two
straight lines and an exponential, which map to the pedestal, rising edge of the
pulse and the fall-off/decay of the pulse respectively (Equation 15). As the baseline,
the pedestal should be a near constant value and the rise of the pulses were steep
enough that both were approximated as straight lines for the sake of simplicity. The
decay of the signal should be exponential in nature on account of the exponential de-
excitation of the scintillator fluor molecules. This was kept as a single exponential for
simplicity. The fitting of function f(t) was calculated via the least-squares method
using ROOT’s own fitting function (TH1::Fit) with the errors all set to 1, which
performs the χ2 least-square fit (Equation 14), where y(i) is the observed value for
each point i, x(i) is the expected value and e(i) is the error.

χ2 =
∑ (y(i)− x(i))2

e(i)
(14)

Parameters p0 through to p8 are parameters of the fit and require initial values
as start points. The code initially fits each section of the waveform in turn (see
Fig. 27a), then refits the final overall waveform with parameters 2–6 free. For the
initial fits to the separate sub-ranges of the graph, p0 and p1 are free parameters for
the first part of equation 15, fitted from t = 0 to the point at which the pulse begins
to rise. p0 and p1 are seeded with approximate starting values obtained from an
average of the first 10 ADC input values of each waveform. The second part is fitted
from the point the pulse begins to rise through to the point at which the minimum
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ADC input value of the graph occurs; p2 and p3 are free parameters and p0 and p1
are bound as the values obtained from the fit to the previous section. The third
part is fitted from the peak through to the end of the waveform, with p0 through
to p3 held fixed (values obtained from fit to previous section) and p4 to p8 as free
parameters. p7 and p8 are additional linear components to account for the offset of
the exponential section not falling back to the original baseline.

f(t) =


p0 + p1t for (t < p2)

p0 + p1t+ p3(t− p2) for (p2 < t < p4)

p0 + p1t+ p7 + p8t+ p3(p4 − p2)p6e−p5(t−p2) for (t > p4)

(15)

where: p0 = pedestal, (mV)
p1 = pedestal walk, (mVs−1)
p2 = signal growth/rise point, t (ns)
p3 = gradient of growing pulse, (mVs−1)
p4 = point pulse stops growing/peak, t (ns)
p5 = decay constant for the exponential term, (s−1)
p6 = normalisation factor for the exponential term
p7 = baseline shift, (mV)
p8 = gradient of shifted baseline, (mVs−1)

The overall total fit (Fig. 27b) to the waveforms returns a χ2 value and NDF
(number of degrees of freedom), where reduced χ2 (χ2

red) is χ2/NDF . The resulting
χ2
red values obtained from the fits to every waveform in a dataset were passed to a

histogram in order to see the χ2
red distributions. Based on where there was a sharp

drop-off in values in the χ2
red distributions, (see Fig. 28a and Fig. 28b respectively)

an acceptance limit for χ2
red of ∼100 was chosen for both the lower and higher rate

waveform data. For waveforms that were found to be within acceptable χ2
red limits,

the waveform was integrated for the same duration as the automatic ADC spectrum
generated to obtain the integrated charge. This value was then passed to a separate
histogram in order to obtain an energy spectrum without the contribution from
waveforms that were identified and filtered out as potentially contaminated with
pulse pile-up.

The fraction of waveforms retained (number of waveforms passing the cut/number
of waveforms) was found to be 99.7% for reduced χ2 (χ2

red) window of 0–100 when
applied to the lower rate data set. Purity (number of good waveforms/number of
waveforms passing the cut) for the lower rate waveforms found to be within the win-
dow were assessed by eye-scanning the first 100 waveforms, of which none displayed
multiple peaks within the recorded length. Peaks approximately > 10 mV could be
discerned visually as separate pulses (see Figure 29). An example of a small pile-up
event can be seen in Fig. 30a. False-positive identification of “bad” waveforms (those
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(a) Separate fits to different ranges of ADC input waveform to obtain starting values
for total fit.
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(b) Total fit (red line) to an ADC input waveform.

Figure 27
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Figure 28: Reduced χ2 distributions of the fit to (a) lower rate data; ∼ 500 Hz–2 kHz and
(b) higher rate data; ∼ 200–300 kHz, where the final bin includes the overflow.
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Figure 29: A waveform from the higher rate ∼ 200–300 Hz dataset. A smaller separate
pulse of ∼ 10 mV can be seen to the right of the main pulse at ∼ 150 ns.
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that returned a poor χ2
red value but were free of pile-up when investigated by eye-

scanning) found 50 out of the 53 total waveforms (94.3%) identified in the lower rate
dataset were in fact free of pile-up. For the higher rate data set, the fraction retained
was found to be 89.0% and a purity of 99% for the first 100 eye-scanned waveforms.
False-positive fraction naturally falls to 30% for the higher rate set, where occur-
rences of pulse pile-up events is higher. This could be a direct result of the higher
frequency of the dataset with simply higher chance of more than one pulse being
encountered more in the length of a waveform (in this case 311 ns) if one assumes
that the protons arrive at a steady rate.

To check that the build-up of waveforms with low χ2
red before the peak struc-

ture in the χ2
red distribution histograms were not cases of the digitiser recording flat

waveforms and the fit returning a low χ2
red value as a result of fitting a straight

line, the fraction retained, purity and fraction of false positives were checked for
10 < χ2

red < 100 and 20 < χ2
red < 100. Purity and fraction of false positives were

checked by outputting the first 100 bad waveforms to a discrete folder for offline anal-
ysis. While the fraction retained for both the low and high rate sets has decreased,
purity remains the same, with the false-positive fraction increasing.

Table 2: Summary of fraction retained, purity and false positive pile-up identification
percentiles of the fits using two straight lines and an exponential to waveform data for
different event rates taken during the July 2015 run at Clatterbridge.

Run Rate χ2
red window Number of waveforms Fraction retained Purity False positive

kHz Total Accepted % % %

079 0.5–2 0–100 20480 20427 99.7 100 94.3
10–100 19476 95.1 100 99.0
20–100 18903 92.3 100 99.0

093 200–300 0–100 20480 18234 89.0 99 30.0
10–100 16258 79.4 99 60.0
20–100 15316 74.8 99 67.0

Eye-scanning the first 100 waveforms outside the χ2
red limits for both low and high-

rate datasets found increased numbers of false-positive identifications from waveforms
of reduced 10 < χ2

red and 20 < χ2
red obtained from fits to small waveforms (see

Fig. 30b), with none found to be from flat straight-line fitted waveforms. This
suggests that waveforms outside the peak in the distribution which appears to start
at 20 < χ2

red do not contain or contained very few flat waveforms (as recording would
not have been triggered anyway) or that fits to smaller waveforms which have a much
less steep rise and fall to the pulse return better χ2.

Efficiency and percentile of false-positives will have some effect from the simplified
fit function and may potentially improve with the fitting of a more complex function
in the future. Fitting with a more complex function which can conform more closely
with the expected shape of the pulses should lead to lower χ2

red values and make
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the fit more sensitive to deviations to that shape. This will lead to potentially more
obvious distinctions between structures such as the peaks containing pure waveforms
and contaminated waveforms in the χ2

red distribution histograms.
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(a) A pulse pile-up event with two proton
peaks.
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(b) Small waveform with no visible pile-up.

Figure 30: First “bad” waveform filtered out from the higher rate data set with (a) 0 ≤
χ2
red < 100 filter and (b) 10 ≤ χ2

red < 100 filter applied.

Comparison between the unfiltered and 0 ≤ χ2
red < 100 filtered pulse-integrated

ADC spectra can be seen for the lower and higher rate data set in Figs. 31a and 31b
respectively. Most pulses at integrated ADC values greater than ∼ 11000 beyond the
peak of the pulse-integrated histogram have been filtered out. A noticeable number
of pulses before the falling edge of the peak at ∼ 10, 000 have also been filtered out.
For the lower rate dataset, energy resolution from fitting the resulting reconstructed
ADC spectrum via the same method and ranges as given in Sec. 7.1.1 was found
to be 2.933 ± 0.183% FWHM without a filter applied and 2.932 ± 0.182% with a
0 ≤ χ2

red < 100 filter (Fig. 32a). Though there is no significant improvement, the
fraction retained after filtering was 99.7% and unlikely to have made a significant
difference to the spectrum. There is no clearly defined peak for the higher rate data
and no satisfactory fit (Fig. 32b). For the fit to the ADC spectrum recorded directly
from the digitiser for the same lower rates of ∼ 500 Hz–2 kHz on the same day, an
energy resolution of 2.366± 0.012% was found (Fig. 33).

Comparison of the peak ADC input value distributions (Fig. 34) for both datasets
show the data for the higher rate dataset is split into a distinct peak at ∼ 400 mV
and a larger, slightly broader peak at ∼ 430 mV, whereas the peak distributions for
the lower rate dataset peak at ∼ 315 mV. It was mentioned by the Clatterbridge
operators that the running of the Clatterbridge accelerator at a higher duty factor
than is normally used for clinical treatment may result in overheating of the ion and
RF sources leading to fluctuations in the beam intensity. To check this, the datasets
were investigated with respect to time by binning in subsets of 1000 pulses (Fig. 35).
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Figure 31: Pulse-integrated values from waveforms in (a) lower rate dataset and
(b) higher rate ∼ 200–300 kHz dataset, before filtering (blue) and after 0 ≤ χ2

red < 100
filter is applied.
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(a) ∼ 500 Hz–2 kHz.
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Figure 32: Landau-Gaussian convolution fit over a −4.5σ to 3σ range to the (a) lower
rate and (b) higher rate pulse-integrated histogram post-filtering with 0 ≤ χ2

red < 100 cut.
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Figure 33: Landau-Gaussian convolution fit over a −4.5σ to 3σ range to the ADC spec-
trum obtained directly from the digitiser for a ∼ 500 Hz–2 kHz rate dataset obtained on the
same day.

Comparison of the ADC spectra for the waveform subsets (plotted in a TH2D his-
togram) for the lower rate data set shows that the mean ADC value is relatively
stable with a peak in intensity (Fig. 35a). Comparison for the higher rate dataset
shows the mean energy shifting over the 1000 pulse subsets — and therefore in time
— often with no clear peak in the subsets (Fig. 35b), potentially as a result of the
aforementioned beam instability after long run times. This is potentially a result of
the frequency-dependant nature of the PMT gain with a change in intensity then
leading to a perceived shift in the reconstructed energy spectrum.
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Figure 34: Distribution of peak ADC input values of the pulses for (a) lower rate and
(b) higher rate datasets.
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Figure 35: Evolution of ADC values per 1000 pulses for (a) the ∼ 500 Hz–2 kHz lower
rate dataset and, (b) the 200–300 kHz dataset.

An attempt was made to extract an energy resolution from the higher rate data
set by fitting the mirrored Landau-Gaussian function (to account for the mylar foils)
used in Section 7.1.1 to a subset consisting of the first 1000 pulses post-filtering
with a 0 ≤ χ2

red < 100 cut, where there appears to be a clearer peak in the data
(Fig. 36). Although the fit to the subset shows an improved energy resolution of
2.279 ± 0.194% FWHM, statistics for the subset are low, with only 893 waveforms
remaining after filtering with a 0 ≤ χ2

red < 100 cut.
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Figure 36: Landau-Gaussian convolution fit over a −4.5σ to 3σ range to the first 1000-
pulse subset of the higher rate dataset, post-filtering with 0 ≤ χ2

red < 100 cut.

While the filter appears to working correctly in the exclusion of a large proportion
of waveforms containing more than one pulse, albeit with potential for improvement
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in the false-positive identification of bad waveforms, it does not appear to be the case
that pulse pileup is responsible for significant broadening of the ADC spectrum. Dur-
ing the course of constructing the fit for these data, it was found that the value of the
baseline for the baseline-subtraction prior to pulse integration significantly affected
the charge-integrated ADC spectrum. This is investigated in the next section.

7.3 Baseline Subtraction

The ADC spectra from which the energy resolutions are obtained are highly sensi-
tive to the choice of baseline used for baseline-subtraction prior to pulse integration
(Fig. 37). Baseline subtraction with use of the CAEN-recorded baseline results in
an ADC spectrum that has a small shoulder at energies slightly higher than that of
the main peak, which is at ∼ 6600 ADC (see Fig. 37a). Baseline subtraction using
the maximum ADC input value found for each waveform results in a double-peaked
energy spectrum (Fig. 37b). For baseline subtraction where the baseline is taken
as the constant term p0 from the overall fit of Eq. 15 to each waveform, the ADC
spectrum where the initial fit to the first section has a free gradient p1 (Fig. 37c) dis-
plays a smaller peak at energies slightly higher than that of the main peak (∼ 6700)
at ∼ 7000. This can be seen in Fig. 37b where the maximum ADC input value is
taken as the baseline, as an even greater peak at ∼ 6950. Where the baseline was
obtained from the initial fit to the first section as a single parameter with no gradient
(Fig. 37d), this higher peak has merged with the higher-energy side of the ∼ 6600
peak, shifting the overall mean energy to ∼ 6700.

As the ADC input values are quantised to multiples of 4, so too are the CAEN-
recorded baseline values. Over the long gate of 100 ns this means a change in the
baseline value of a single quanta can result in a ∼ 400 ADC change in the integrated
ADC value, giving an error of ∼ 6% for a mean integrated ADC charge of 6611 mV
for the lower rate dataset.

While the contribution of the baseline may not alone be sufficient to explain
broadening of the high-rate spectra, it is clearly a large effect. Though further inves-
tigation is needed in this area, the value used for the purposes of baseline subtraction
will henceforth be taken as a single parameter (i.e. no gradient) from the initial fit to
the flat portion of the waveform as the shape of the integrated waveform histogram
this returns is the most similar out of the investigated options to the ADC spectra
usually seen and recorded by the digitiser.
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Figure 37: ADC spectra for the same lower rate ∼ 500 Hz–2 kHz data file with baseline
choice for baseline-subtraction prior to pulse-integration taken from (a) digitiser data-file
recorded, (b) maximum ADC input value for each waveform, (c) baseline as given by the
constant term of the fit, where the initial fit to the flat portion of the waveform has a
gradient and (d) baseline as given by the fit, where the initial fit to the flat portion of the
waveform is held fixed as having no gradient.
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8 Enhanced Cuboid Module Tests

In order to further improve the timing resolution of the system, a new, smaller
module (referred to hereafter as the enhanced cuboid module) was designed, with
the smaller scintillator block intended to enable faster and greater light collection.
Tests with this cuboid module were carried out at Clatterbridge on 21st and 22nd

December 2015.

8.1 Enhanced Cuboid Module

Figure 38: Cuboid module set in holder inside the light tight box.

The cuboid module detector consisted of a 2-inch Hamamatsu R13089-100-11
PMT coupled using BC-630 Saint Gobain silicone optical gel of refractive index
1.465 with a 3 × 3 × 5 cm cuboid NUVIA enhanced PS scintillator (Fig. 38). This
is smaller than the 27.6 cm diameter and 19.3 cm deep hexagonal block of PVT used
to construct the Hex module and reduces the time it takes for scintillation light
to reach the PMT. The R13089 PMT photocathode is from Hamamatsu’s current
bialkali range and has a spectral response from 300 to 650 nm with quantum efficiency
of ∼ 25% at peak wavelength of 450 nm as shown in Fig. 12 (grey line) [12]. As with
the previous detector, the NUVIA scintillator is wrapped in three layers of PTFE
tape and two layers of 6µm-thick aluminised mylar (12µm total) coupled together
with the BC630 gel.
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8.2 Waveform Discrimination via Pulse-Shape Analysis

Comparison of the integrated waveform ADC values (Fig. 39) for one of the 25 kHz
datasets showed a split into a distinct peak at ∼ 9, 500 mV and a larger peak at
∼ 11, 000 mV. Investigating with respect to time by binning in subsets of 1000
pulses (Fig. 40) shows a sharp jump in the mean of the integrated waveform his-
tograms at ∼ 61, 000 waveforms.

Investigating the first 100 waveforms by eye revealed that the majority of the
pulses (which are negative waveform pulses) extended from the baseline all the way
down to 0 mV, where they were clipped (see Fig. 41), potentially indicating saturation
of the PMT. While several waveform files were obtained, subsequent analysis of the
waveforms found that the majority were clipped at 0 mV, making it impossible to
obtain an accurate charge-integrated ADC value for the pulses in question. An
attempt was made to obtain an energy resolution from the dataset by fitting to a
peak obtained from integrating only waveform numbers < 60, 000 (before the jump
in mean ADC value) in addition to removal of all waveforms with ADC hitting 0 mV,
however as the percentage of waveforms retained was 5.91% (56454/60000), leaving
only 3546 entries, a fit could not be obtained from the resulting integrated waveform
histogram histogram (Fig. 42).
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Figure 39: Evolution of ADC values per 1000 pulses for the ∼ 25 kHz waveform dataset
obtained during the December 2015 run at Clatterbridge.
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Figure 40: Evolution of ADC values per 1000 pulses for the ∼ 25 kHz waveform dataset
obtained during the December 2015 run at Clatterbridge.
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Figure 41: Example of a waveform pulse
clipping at 0 mV ADC.
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Figure 42: Pulse-integrated ADC his-
togram of the first 60, 000 events from a
25 kHz dataset, with all pulses which reach
0 mV ADC filtered out, obtained with the
enchanced cuboid module.
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9 Improved Waveform Discrimination

The second test beam run to obtain waveform data for the enhanced cuboid module
at took place on the 2nd and 3rd August 2016. This was accompanied by a new
fitting algorithm using functions which match the shape of pulses more accurately in
an attempt to improve the purity and false-positive identification rates when filtering
out pulse pile-up in the waveform data.

9.1 Waveform Discrimination via Pulse-Shape Analysis: Gaus-
sian and Exponential Fit

The newer fit to each waveform (Equation (16)), f(t), is a piecewise function ap-
proximated as a straight line, a Gaussian and a biphasic exponential, which map to
the pedestal, rising edge of the pulse and the fall-off/decay of the pulse respectively
(Fig. 43a). Parameters p0 through to p9 are parameters of the fit and require initial
values as start points. The code initially fits each section of the waveform in turn
(see Fig. 27a), then refits the final overall waveform with parameters 2–9 free.

For the initial fits to the separate sub-ranges, p0 is a free parameter for the first
part of equation, fitted from 0 ns to the point the Gaussian fit starts (p8). p0 is seeded
with an approximate starting value obtained from an average of the first 10 ADC
input values of each waveform. The second part is fitted from where the Gaussian
fit starts (some value of t from before the pulse starts to rise, found by manually
checking the first few waveforms) through to ∼ 10 ns past the minimum found ADC
input value (x-axis) of the graph; p1 to p3 are free parameters while p0 is bound as
the value obtained from the previous fit to the pedestal section. The third part is
fitted from the peak through to the end of the waveform, with p0 held fixed (values
obtained from fit to previous section) and p4 to p7 as free parameters. p8 and p9
are additional linear components to account for the offset of the exponential section
not falling back to the original baseline. These parameters are all indicated on the
waveform displayed in Figure 43a.

f(t) =


p0 for (t < p8)

p0 − p1 exp(− (t−p2)2
2p23

) for (p8 < t < p9)

p0 − (p4 exp(−p5t) + p6 exp(−p7t)) for (t > p9)

(16)
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(b) Total fit (red line) to an ADC input waveform.

Figure 43
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where: p0 = pedestal, (mV)
p1 = normalisation factor of the Gaussian
p2 = mean of the Gaussian
p3 = sigma of the Gaussian
p4 = normalisation factor for fast exponential term
p5 = decay constant for the fast exponential term
p6 = normalisation factor for the slow exponential term
p7 = decay constant for the fast exponential term
p8 = point at which Gaussian starts, (t)
p9 = point at which biphasic exponential starts, (t)

While this newer piecewise fit displays an improved fit to the waveform when
inspecting by eye — particularly along the rising edge of the pulse — a discontinuity
can be seen when under closer inspection where the Gaussian joins with the biphasic
exponential potentially due to the asymmetrical shape of the waveform even at the
tip. This can be seen at ∼ 65 ns in Figure 44. Efforts to remove this discontinuity
via the introduction of conditions upon acceptable values for the end of the Gaussian
and start of the biphasic exponential could not be implemented successfully within
the code. While this does not negate the use of the function as a fit for use in filtering
based on returned χ2

red values, a convolution of a Gaussian and biphasic exponential
in the future should serve to remove this discontinuity.
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Figure 44: Close-up of the rising and falling portion of the waveform with the piecewise
Gaussian and biphasic exponential fit applied. A discontinuity can be seen to occur a
∼ 65 ns, where the Gaussian ends and the biphasic exponential begins.

Using this newer fit on the same 200–300 kHz higher rate dataset from the July
2015 run analysed earlier (see Table 2), the fraction of waveforms retained (number
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9 IMPROVED WAVEFORM DISCRIMINATION

of waveforms passing the cut/number of waveforms) was found to be 87.9% in com-
parison to the 89% obtained previously for reduced χ2 (χ2

red) window of 0–70. Purity
for the lower rate waveforms found to be within the window were again assessed by
eye-scanning the first 100 waveforms. While both the fraction retained and the pu-
rity remained similar to before, the false-positive identification of “bad” waveforms
improved from 30% to 1%.

Table 3: Comparison of fraction retained, purity and false positive pile-up identification
percentiles of the fits using a Gaussian and biphasic exponential to waveform data for
different event rates taken during the July 2015 and August 2016 runs at Clatterbridge.

Run Rate χ2
red window Number of waveforms Fraction retained Purity False positive

kHz Total Accepted % % %

093 (July 2015) 200–300 0–100 20480 17991 87.9 99 1.0
050 (August 2016) 250 0–70 184320 151994 82.5 100 1.0
053 (August 2016) 500 0–70 273408 96254 35.2 100 2.0

Based on the location of where there is a sharp drop-off in values in the χ2
red

distributions found from using both the fit outlined earlier in Equation 15 consisting
of two straight lines and an exponential and the newer fit outlined in Equation 16 to
the 250 kHz data obtained during the August 2016 test beam run (see Fig. 45), an
acceptance limit for χ2

red of ∼70 was chosen for filtering.
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Figure 45: Reduced χ2 distributions of the fit using (a) two straight lines and an ex-
ponential and (b) a straight line, Gaussian and biphasic exponential to the 250 kHz rate
data.

For the 250 kHz data set from the August 2016 the fraction retained was found
to be 82.5%. A purity of 100% and false-positive count of 1 was found for the first
100 eye-scanned waveforms.
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9 IMPROVED WAVEFORM DISCRIMINATION

Waveforms which returned values which passed the χ2 cut after fitting with the
Gaussian-Exponential piecewise function were integrated over the long gate by sum-
mation of all the ADC input bin values of the waveforms between the start and
end of the long gate. These integrated ADC values were passed to a histogram to
generate the pulse-integrated ADC spectrum absent of entries which failed to pass
the χ2 cut.

The energy resolution from fitting the resulting ADC spectrum with the Landau-
Gaussian convolution with mirrored Landau tail was found to be 2.337±0.024% FWHM
without a filter applied and 2.315± 0.025% FWHM with a 0 ≤ χ2

red < 70 acceptance
filter utilising the two straight lines and an exponential for a χ2 fit applied (Fig. 46a).
For an acceptance filter with the same cut utilising the Gaussian and biphasic expo-
nential fit, the energy resolution was found to be 2.312± 0.026% FWHM (Fig. 46b).
While both filters result in a very slight reduction in the energy resolution both are
within errors and cannot be said to have significantly improved.
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Figure 46: Landau-Gaussian convolution fit over a −4.5σ to 3σ range to the 250 kHz rate
data after filtering with the fit using (a) two straight lines and an exponential and (b) a
Gaussian with a biphasic exponential for a χ2

red < 70 cut.

Pre-filtering, two small bumps at higher reconstructed ADC values to the main
peak — at approximately 11000 and just over 12000 ADC as seen in the blue his-
togram data in Fig. 48a and Fig. 48b — are present. Assuming the protons arrive at
roughly equal intervals this means a 250 kHz proton rate will give one proton every
40 ns. As the integration gate was set to 150 ns it is probable that pulse pile-up will
have occurred. With the larger bump at ∼ 12000 ADC being approximately double
the mean value of the main peak, which was found to be 6204 ADC from fitting
(Fig. 45a and Fig. 46b), this is likely to be as a result of pulse pile-up within the
integration gate. The smaller bump at ∼ 11000 may be a result of the integration
gate clipping the start of another pulse in the next RF bucket. Due to time con-
straints, investigation of the subsets of individual waveforms contained within both
of the bumps could not be completed to confirm this hypothesis. Post-filtering with
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both fits, which can be seen as the red histogram data in the aforementioned figures,
both of the bumps are absent.
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Figure 47: Distribution of peak ADC input
values of the pulses for the 500 kHz dataset
from the August 2016 run.

An acceptance limit for χ2
red of

∼70 was chosen for filtering for the
higher rate 500 kHz dataset from the
August 2016 run, again based on the
location of where there is a distinct
and sharp drop-off in values in the
χ2
red distributions found from using the

newer fit outlined in Equation 16 (see
Fig. 49). For the 500 kHz dataset,
the unfiltered reconstructed waveform
histogram (seen in Fig. 52d) appears
to be very broad. A look at the
peak ADC input value distributions
(Fig. 47) for the 500 kHz dataset shows
large variation ranging from ∼ 180 to
∼ 500 mV in the peak values. As the
energy of the protons exiting the cy-
clotron should be almost monoenergetic and such a large variation in proton energy
would be detected during clinical beam calibration, this is highly unlikely to be as a
result of the beam itself.
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Figure 48: Comparison of reconstructed ADC waveform histograms before (blue his-
togram)and after (red histogram) filtering at χ2

red < 70 using the (a) two straight lines
and an exponential filter and (b) a straight line, Gaussian and biphasic exponential filter
to the 250 kHz rate data.

For the 500 kHz dataset, an energy resolution could not be found via fitting
the unfiltered ADC spectrum (seen in Fig. 52d) as the fitting using the Landau-
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Figure 49: Reduced χ2 distributions of the fit using (a) two straight lines and an ex-
ponential and (b) a straight line, Gaussian and biphasic exponential to the 500 kHz rate
data.

Gaussian convolution with mirrored Landau tail was unsuccessful due to the fit
being unable to converge on a value. Post-filtering with a 0 ≤ χ2

red < 70 acceptance
filter utilising the two straight lines and an exponential for a χ2 fit applied, some of
the higher ADC pulses — particularly those at higher ADC than the main peak —
and some of the lower ADC pulses are removed (Fig. 52b) and an energy resolution
of 25.339 ± 0.218% FWHM was found (Fig. 50a). For an acceptance filter with
the same cut utilising the Gaussian and biphasic exponential fit, a much sharper
cut-off at higher ADC edge of the peak resulted, in addition to a reduction in the
waveforms at the lower ADC edge of the peak (Fig. 52c). While the overall peak
appears narrower (Fig. 52f), an energy resolution could not be found as the Landau-
Gaussian convolution with mirrored Landau tail fit (Fig. 50b) was unsuccessful in
returning a sensible value. In particular, the lower ADC edge of the peak remains
noticeably broader compared to the usual ADC histogram shape. As the rejection
criteria is based upon the χ2 result, it is possible that waveforms contaminated with
smaller pulses, or waveforms that were smaller to begin with but also contaminated,
returned a low χ2 comparative in value to uncontaminated but larger pulses and
passed the χ2 cut (see Figure 51). Due to lack of time, investigation of individual
waveforms in this lower ADC subset was not completed.
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Figure 50: Landau-Gaussian convolution fit over a −4.5σ to 3σ range to the 500 kHz rate
data after filtering with the fit using (a) two straight line and exponential and (b) Gaussian
with biphasic exponential for a χ2

red < 70 cut.
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Figure 51: Close-up of a waveform from the 500 kHz dataset with the piecewise Gaussian
and biphasic exponential fit applied, which was sorted as a ‘good’ waveform, having passed
the 0 ≤ χ2

red < 70 acceptance filter. Aside from the main pulse at 60 ns, a second smaller
peak of ∼ 10 mV can be seen at ∼ 180 ns.
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Figure 52: Evolution of ADC values per 1000 pulses for the 500 kHz waveform dataset
obtained during the August 2016 run at Clatterbridge with (a) no filter applied, (b) the
cut for all fits returning χ2 > 100 using 2 straight lines and an exponential filter, (c) the
cut for all fits returning χ2 > 70 using the Gaussian and biphasic exponential filter. The
corresponding reconstructed ADC histograms using the aforementioned respective filters can
be seen in (d), (e) and (f).
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10 Discussion

While the EJ-Block energy resolution showed a definite improvement in energy res-
olution with proton energy, and the fit initially appears to conform well to the data,
this is a potentially unphysical empirical fit wherein one cannot necessarily apply a
physical interpretation to the parameter values that are returned. Finding a more
physically motivated fit to the data would be beneficial such that the fit could be
utilised to extrapolate expected energy resolutions of the detectors at higher ener-
gies, and for any further insight to be gained into the physical parameters affecting
the relationship between the detector’s energy resolution and the proton energy.

During analysis of the waveform data, pulses were occasionally encountered which,
though still possessing the characteristic exponential rise and fall components of the
proton pulses, were much smaller than the majority of the population. It was sug-
gested that the small pulses in the waveforms may have come from protons that
did not deposit all their energy before escaping the scintillator or other secondary
particles, such as neutrons, that may have been generated along the beamline by the
protons.

One avenue of investigation is via simulation of the Clatterbridge beamline and
the traversal of the 60 MeV protons through its components. Preliminary investi-
gations [81] using GEANT4 simulations shows protons with kinetic energies down
to < 10 MeV exiting the nozzle, suggesting that at least some of the smaller pulses
were low energy protons produced by the beamline. An increase in neutron flux
has been found to occur at several locations, particularly at the brass stopper and
collimators. Though neutron flux was shown to be low past the nozzle, some low
energy neutrons (all < 40 MeV with vast majority < 10 MeV) were produced within
a simulated water volume detector placed just past the nozzle [82]. As such, the
possibility that some of the smaller waveform pulses may be secondary production
neutrons cannot be discounted at this stage.

Distinguishing between the pulses produced by protons and neutrons for the
purposes of reducing neutron pulse contamination from datasets could potentially
be achieved via pulse-shape discrimination, particularly characterisation of the fast
and slow decay constants for the pulse-shape fitting, a method that has been used
to distinguish between neutron and photon pulses [83].

During analysis of several waveform datasets, particularly those at high rates
(Figures 35b and 40), the energy of the spectra appeared to shift over the course of a
run. As it is highly unlikely that the energy of the proton beam itself was changing,
it is much more likely an effect of the detector. It was hypothesized that this was
potentially a result of the frequency dependant gain of the PMTs in use, wherein
at higher proton rates the increased light levels from the scintillator resulted in the
increase of the anode current caused by the electron cascade — required to be much
less than that of the DC current running through the resistor chain for linearity —
to levels too high relative to the DC current. In an attempt to circumvent this effect
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10 DISCUSSION

and keep the PMTs operating in their working regimes, new custom designed PMTs
were ordered from Hamamatsu, where the base signal was collected from the 4th and
5th dynodes. As testing with these custom PMTs remains ongoing, no confirmation
as to whether the shifts in the energy spectra over time were caused by this issue or
resolved can be made at present.

Suggestions that the shift in energy spectra may have come about in line with
changes in proton flux could potentially be investigated by plotting of the ADC
count against time as opposed to a subset of waveforms, e.g. per 1000 pulses as in
Figure 35. As the waveform datasets obtained to date have not contained global
timestamps, merely local timestamps within each waveform, retrospective analysis
in this manner cannot be performed on data collected thus far. Recording waveform
data embedded with global timestamps would be a simple method of investigation,
providing no software or hardware limitations with regards to the current digitiser
setup.
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11 Conclusions

An additional margin of error is added to proton therapy treatment plans to account
for the uncertainty resulting from conversion errors introduced when X-ray CT scans
are converted into a format to be used for proton treatment plans. This leads to more
healthy tissue being irradiated. Eliminating such conversion errors via the use of pCT
requires the knowledge of both the path of the proton and the residual energy to
accurately determine the range of protons in the patient. The energy resolution of a
calorimeter to determine the residual energy should have less spread than caused by
the energy straggling which is typically 1%σ. For viable clinical throughput, such
a detector needs to process the high number of events required for patient image
reconstruction at an extremely high rate, where pulse pile-up events become signif-
icant. Pulse-shape analysis was performed on the proton pulse waveforms and a χ2

filter was constructed as a means to reduce pile-up events in recorded waveform data,
with the aim of increasing detector resolution from a software point-of-view. Inves-
tigation into the use of waveform discrimination via pulse-shape analysis finds that
while pulse pile-up events can be rejected it has not led to a significant improvement
in energy resolution.

While the required energy resolution of < 1%σ was achieved for the EJ-Block
module for the ADC spectrum recorded directly from the digitiser with protons at
60 MeV, it was not achieved from the energy spectra reconstructed from waveform
data taken with either the Hex module or the EJ-Block module either before or after
filtering for pile-up was applied.

For the enhanced cuboid module an energy resolution of 2.337± 0.024% FWHM
(σ = 0.99%) was obtained without a filter applied and 2.312± 0.026% FWHM (σ =
0.98%) obtained after filtering. While values both before and after filtering achieve
the < 1% required energy resolution requirement for a calorimeter to be used in
clinical computed tomography, there is no significant improvement post filtering. It
is still a potentially viable method for excluding pile-up contaminated data if it could
be made to run on-the-fly without significantly compromising evaluation speed.

Several waveform datasets obtained displayed shifts in the mean energy of the
reconstructed energy spectrum over the duration of a run. This is unlikely to be as
a result of a change in energy of the actual beam, however a potential cause is the
frequency-dependant nature of the gain of the PMT, but this is an area still under
investigation.
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